


HAYY ASSAFARAT LANDSCAPING 

RIYADH, SAUDI ARABIA 

Client: Riyadh Development Authority, Riyadh (Moham
med Al-Shaikh, President). Landscape Architects: Bödeker, 
Boyer, Wagenfeld & Partner, Düsseldorf, Germany 
(Richard Bödeker and Horst Wagenfeld, principals in 

charge). Completion Date: February 1986 

In 1977 the Saudi Arabian Government decided to create a 

new diplomatic quarter for its new capital city in Riyadh. 

Its intention was to transfer all the diplomatic missions 

from Jeddah to Riyadh, once their new homes were 

completed. 

The total area of the Hayy Assafarat (Diplomatic Quarter) 

comprises some five-hundred and eighty hectares of open 

desert land situated on the north-west outskirts of Riyadh, 

some eight kilometres from the town centre. The site 

stretches along the Daraiyah road over a length of three 

kilometres. It is bounded by Wadi Hanifah to the west. 

Topographically, the area can be characterised as a vast 

expanse of flat desert plateau with the precipitous escarp

ment, ravines, and the valley of Wadi Hanifah forming the 

only interesting physical features. 

The climate of Riyadh is that of an arid desert zone with 

scanty rainfall, a high rate of evaporation, and summer 

temperatures that soar between forty to forty-six degrees 

centigrade, a characteristic of that type of environment. 

Vegetation is mainly scrub with tamarisks, acacias and palms 

being the only trees that grow naturally and with ease. All 

other cultivation and planting has to be carefully nurtured 

and sustained with irrigation. 

The design for the Diplomatic Quarter was not only to 

include a residential area, offices and clubs, but also commer

cial, cultural and religious facilities for all the community. The 

landscaping of the whole area was judged to be of equal 

value and as significant as the architectural content and 

design. The architectural style of the central region of Saudi 

Arabia was taken as the reference for the study of the 

masterplan. Traditional patterns of Najdi architecture are 

evident in the urban design of the Quarter. There is easy 

accessibility between all parts with no great separation 

between the commercial, educational, public and religious 

facilities, they are all within walking distance of each other. 

Because of its novel approach the Diplomatic Quarter has 

become one of the most significant newly planned develop

ments in the city, if not in the country. 

Occupying a total of a hundred and fifty hectares, or about 

twenty-five per cent of the total developed area, the land

scaping of the Diplomatic Quarter was arranged in two major 

categories, intensive and extensive landscaping. Both types of 

landscaping were conceived keeping the harsh desert climate 
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well in mind, a hostile nature that had to be tamed and 

balanced, but not destroyed. 

Intensive landscaping covers those areas that require 

irrigation (sprinkler or drip) and which form part of the 

design in both the private and public sections of the project. 

The area open to the public occupies sixty hectares of heavily 

planted and formally designed gardens, paths, walkways and 

playgrounds. There are altogether some seventeen public 

gardens varying in size from large neighbourhood gardens to 

tiny playgrounds. Extensive landscaping occupies ninety 

hectares of land mainly situated on the periphery of the built 

area, and which receives minimum water for irrigation. Earth 

berms and artificially created valleys or wadis and basins 

collect and channel surface water and run off from the roads 

into this arid zone. These extensive landscaped areas are 

linked to the rest of the open spaces by a network of green 

fingers and small gardens; they also act as transition zones 

between the planted and formal gardens and the naturally 

rugged landscape which surrounds the project. 

The masterplan established the overall orientation for the 

landscaping, and concluded that the economising of water 

was to be the main environmental objective of the project. 

Any idea of a green and 'Westernised' garden with its lavish 

use of water was considered to be out of place. However, a 

'green' environment, consisting of trees, fruits and other 

species, hardy shrubs, plants and flowers that would thrive in 

this arid climate, was thought to be essential for the overall 

image of the project. Street systems, roads and pedestrian 

networks were carefully designed to create a protected 

environment, shaded from noise, glare, dust and sand. Urban 

fringe areas were to be made to act as protective barriers 

against strong winds and sand storms. 

All the landscaping designs were made to conform to the 

ecological and aesthetic requirements of the landscape. 

Microclimatic conditions were created by careful groupings 

of buildings and gardens. Trees were planted along all the 

streets, and pedestrians were provided with a network of 

walkways that would connect the different areas. Car traffic 

was to be strictly limited, and kept out of environmentally 

sensitive areas. 

The basic concept of the masterplan was influenced by the 

lie of the land. The central spine which follows the contours 

of the land became the physical setting for the many embas

sies. The circulation routes and the major urban land uses 

were restricted to the flat terrain and surrounds of the 

allocated area. The escarpments and edges of the ravines and 

wadis, which provide such dramatic vistas of the surrounding 

countryside, were included in, and also helped to shape, the 

design of the layout. 

Land that was unsuitable for urbanisation, land that was 

subject to erosion, poor slope and drainage, or bad soil 

conditions was set aside for extensive landscaping. Shortage 

of water resources was taken into consideration, and green 

spaces were clumped together for maximum versatility, 

maintenance and economic feasibility. Planted berms 
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alongside the roads and highways were the means envi

sioned to screen and protect urban areas from noise, air and 

dust pollution. 

The date palm tree was taken as the main reference point 

for the Diplomatic Quarter as the ecological model symbolis

ing all the attributes of the Najd. Even building heights were 

not to exceed the height of a palm tree. Nature and its 

ecological balance were to be kept intact by excluding 

animal grazing which had succeeded in destroying all living 

plants in an area of a hundred kilometres around Riyadh. 

State subsidies had allowed Bedouins to expand their herds 

and to indiscriminately dig wells and tanks; this short-sighted 

policy had effectively resulted in devastating the land. 

Advised by the consultants, the client for this project 

agreed to use the project as a catalyst for restructuring the 

ecological balance of the area. Systematic seed collection of 

authentic plants from the deteriorated region was under

taken, and their replanting in the project nursery helped to 

recover more than three hundred and fifty species. Over two 

hundred and fifty animal and bird species were also saved 

and regenerated. The response from the people of Riyadh 

has been overwhelming. Thousands have actively become 

attached to the project, seeing it as a restoration of a code 

exemplifying their past way of life. 

The formal aspects of the landscape designs, which 

included parallel lines of palm trees framing roads, well 

articulated earth berms, and rock formations that echoed and 

approximated the natural environment of the region also 

evoked an enthusiastic response from the users. Indeed both 

the local inhabitants and the transient foreigners of Riyadh 

use it with enjoyment. Other design features are also proving 

their success. Portals, seats, fountains, arcades and light 

fixtures were carefully thought out and made to specifically 

fit their location. The bench developed for the Quarter is now 

marketed world-wide as the Riyadh Bench'. Pavement 

patterns were designed around local themes and sensitively 

worked out. 

Interestingly enough, the way that these gardens and parks 

are presently being used has provided a mirror image of the 

societies that make up Riyadh. Each nationality or group uses 

those parts of the parks or gardens that suit and reflect their 

way of life. Thus, the Egyptians, Syrians and Palestinians tend 

to congregate in Khozama Park, designed like an open oasis 

with generous lawns and terraces, and where their families 

can interact in a fairly unrestricted manner. However, the 

more traditional Saudi families go to Al Jajer Gardens where 

the ins and outs of the rocky limestone and desert-like 

configurations permit them to enjoy themselves, and still be 

able to guard the privacy of their tightly-knit families. 

A rich variety of patterns and behaviours can be observed 

in these gardens, a variety that matches and reflects the 

diversity, the different social and cultural origins of the 

population of Riyadh. Family picnics, people jogging, 

bicycling and hiking can be seen alongside teams sports or 

contemplative people seeking seclusion and the view of the 

Wadi's edge. Mothers and their children use the playgrounds 

extensively. In fact, a remarkable encounter seems to be 

taking place between the people and the landscape of this 

new community. 

In recovering hundreds of plants, animals and birds on the 

endangered species list, and allowing them to grow and have 

the freedom of this landscaped environment, the pioneering 

designers and consultants of this project have made a lasting 

and significant contribution to the stabilisation of the region's 

ecology. Not only have they reversed the process of 

desertification in that area of the Najd, but, even more 

importantly for the future, they have made a positive impact 

on, and shifted the awareness and consciousness of the 

urbanised population of Riyadh. 

The earth berms and rocky landscaping give an ageless 

and lasting feeling to the parks, and as the vegetation 

continues to grow it will help stabilise and authenticate this 

natural look. Materials used for the pavements were all 

developed and made locally by growing local industries. The 

only intrusive new material used by the project designers is 

the metal tubing and mesh for the roofing of the arcades in the 

park. 

Maintenance has to be continuous, and is particularly 

essential for the intensive landscaping areas. It appears to be 

under good control. Irrigation and drainage systems appear 

to be functioning well, and water wastage kept to a mini

mum. A micro-climatic condition has been successfully created. 

The process and success of this project was due to the 

close working relationship of the client, the Riyadh Develop

ment Authority headed by Dr Mohammed Al-Shaikh, and the 

two principal landscape designers, Bödeker and Wagenfeld. 

The experience helped in building up the organisation of the 

Development Authority and in developing its capacity to deal 

with complex issues. In fact, the experience has allowed the 

client to develop an overall programme for national and 

regional parks, now in its early stage of implementation. 

Another and lasting symbol of this partnership was the 

creation, and the dissemination of knowledge for its mainte

nance, of a remarkable nursery, a repository for the local 

flora. Finally, the importance of educating the local people 

and the authorities, of opening their eyes to the fragility of 

their environment, cannot be understated. It will probably be 

the most important legacy of the Diplomatic Quarter. 

OPPOSITE: The compatibility between new and existing land forms 
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taken to make masonry features appear as natural as possible 


